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Project title:
Is French writing gender-biased? An EEG study

Project summary:
The equal representation of women and men in French writing is a current issue of debate. At the heart of the controversy, lies a cognitive science issue: on the one hand, more inclusive writing could make texts more cumbersome and limit their comprehensibility, and on the other hand, gender inclusiveness could reduce cognitive and societal biases related to gender. However, few studies have directly addressed these issues. During the internship, the trainee will record EEG in a group of participants reading sentences using male and female forms in order to examine if the “neutral masculine” is interpreted as truly neutral or as masculine. For this, EEG data will be analyzed to see if evoked potentials that have been associated to grammatical surprisal are detected when a female form follows a masculine neutral form. If so, this would demonstrate that gender norms bias the processing of supposedly gender-neutral forms in French.
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